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LIST # 85
Welcome to List #85. I shall hope it goes well, since list 84 was cancelled by Microsoft, who
froze my computer to a point where I had to put it in the shop to be repaired, and it was there for
three days when I was supposedly having my quarterly sale. It is amazing how we depend on
computers, I can remember when there was no such thing, and we survived just fine. And, to
look around a neighborhood for a pay telephone, thing of the past. Well, anyway, here we are,
some nice material, hope you enjoy the list.
The BREXIT vote in the UK came as a surprise to me, and many others. It does not, for the
moment, change anything other than new material will cost less, though some items could be
more to make up for the loss on the UK side of things. American money will go farther, the
English pound not as far. My biggest worry is not for me or for most readers, but merchants in
the UK will certainly feel it if the trade agreements are abolished. All we can do is wait and see
what happens.
Coming up for Fall,
This fall will look a lot like the last one, with the Baldwin Basement
III sale, a continuation of the first two, being held on Tuesday, October 4th. I understand that it
will be a lot like the last, with mostly individual lots, but will have to wait to see the catalogue
to be sure. I cannot imagine that it will quite continue with the condition and rarity seen in the
first two sales, but possibly so---- Will repeat the warning, and that is that the Baldwin sale
material comes directly from the basement, where it has been for 50-100 years, and it is up to
the buyer to work out just what condition it is in. You should have eyes on them, yours or
someone else-- if you are to put in a correct bid on something you want.
The DNW token auction originally slated for October will be held in September, instead---understand from Peter Preston Morley that it will contain some group lots, and many pieces
from various properties. These are on line now, and you can have a look.
We have not had a sale of a large private collection in a few years, and have been through this
before, it seems we either have a wealth of material coming our way, or a paucity of the same,
where we are wondering where to find good things we want.
And, of course, if you need a new D&H, do not forget that they are available now, the price
$125 plus $10 for shipping, See page EIGHT for ordering and shipping information.
The sale before you contains some very interesting and often sought tokens, a nice Puddington
is up first, and later in the sale is D&H Plate Token for the Middlesex 209, with Thomas
Paine hanging, and after that a Warks 11, the Loggerheads token that follows the Greatheads
pieces, and there actually will be one of those as well!! There ought to be something here for
everyone, and it is hoped you like the list. Thanks for Looking, Bill

18th CENTURY TOKENS AS CATALOGUED BY DALTON AND HAMER
BEDFORDSHIRE & DEVONSHIRE, SEE BELOW
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PUDDINGTON
Bedfordshire 5, or Devonshire 13. 1797.
Bust W. Waller//Ship. This token designated by D&H as being from Bedfordshire, but our own
Michael Dickinson found that Waller was from Puddington, Devonshire. Now Devonshire 13.
On this token Waller is noted as having no, or very little, hair detail. The flan has a few small
flaws in it that appear natural, the lettering around is nearly new, so the piece is probably far closer to
UNC than to VF, I am calling it EF+. Handled, though, a few minor marks, but the flan is remarkably
clear. The reverse, with the ship, is weak in the very center, but not too much. It is AU at least.These
tokens were once thought to be rarer than we think today, but still it is RR. Might be 15 known now.
Michael Dickinson says he has traced 14 examples, The present offering is a decent example of a very
hard to find piece, at least RR, which has finally settled into Devonshire. $1050.
These tokens showed up in the 1990’s, one or two were known, but in the 90’s there was a small
explosion of them, and there is a possibility that someone found a group of them at that time.
Michael Dickinson’s excellent article on this token is to be found in CTCC Journal #50.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY
3
1796 Justice Seated,//Arms. ONE spot at rim, rest as made. UNC just $95.
CHESHAM
20
1795 Lion over castle//Arms. cpl mks, tone spot, net is EF just $45.
SLOUGH
---1834 The store card of William Till, who made all the Slough tokens around
1834 or after, no matter the date. Obv: Arms of Till//Rev: his store card information. AU $55.
SLOUGH unlisted!!
(1834)? Rampant Lion facing Left///the store card information of Wm Till. First
one I have run across, a mule from his cards to the Slough tokens. Very rare. Obverse is the rev of #22 ,
the reverse his store advert. . Full luster, nearly a gem, quite prooflike UNC, assume not unique--$395
SLOUGH
22
1794 Shield of Arms//Rampant Lion Left. Gem bronzed UNC $195.
SLOUGH
24
1794` Rampant Lion Left//Red Lion Inn. Full luster, nice piece $235.
CAMBRIDGE
COUNTY
17
ND
Plough and Shuttle//Bee Hive. Full luster, sharp UNC minor spot $95.
COUNTY
19a
ND
A Wheat Sheaf//David Hood, &c. These commonly have weakness in the
center of the wheat sheaf, as does this, but this is strong overall, with next to Prooflike luster. UNC $145
COUNTY
36
1795` Druid//Beehive. Luster, full strike UNC and very nice indeed. $125.
CHESHIRE
MACCLESFIELD 28
1791 Bust Charles Rowe/Woman, tools. Tad rub, full luster UNC/AU $125.
MACCLESFIELD 57
1792 Charles Roe//Woman, Mining tools. Tad wear, minor mks, luster AU $65.
CORNWALL
COUNTY
2
1791 County arms///A Druid. Luster, strong strike, choice UNC $135.
FALMOUTH
3
1797 Spread Eagle//Falmouth volunteers. Bronzed, VF, better $115.
PENRYN
4
1794 Arms//Laureated bust, &c. Choice bronzed proof, Ex Boulton then saved
out for my collection, now for sale. Close to gem, UNC $450.
CUMBERLAND
LOW HALL
1.
Horse turning a whim//Low Hall Colliery, &c. two minor edge tics, some luster
on obverse, full luster reverse. Handled, no surface marks, UNC RARE, will net AU $525.
LAKE farthing
2a
A lake, remains of castle//Cunberland Lake Token Superb UNC, RARE $595.
DERBYSHIRE
BUXTON
3.
1796 Arms//The Crescent. These were privately struck, the original obverse
and reverse dies failing after 6 of #1, and 30 of $2 had been struck, the latter with a new obverse die.
The #3
was then struck with both replacement dies, to 200 pieces. Thus, these are Scarce, the other two RRR
and RR respectively. Only token from Derbyshire. Here is a full luster, superior UNC that you shall not
have to replace. $425.
DURHAM
STOCKTON
9a
1794 Bust Left//Ship. Usual weak strikes, for issue a GVF, $55.

HAMPSHIRE
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SOUTHAMPTON
6
1794 Bust Howe//Victory &c. some luster, toned, nice EF $85.
EMSWORTH
9
1793 Woman seated, globe &c//Ship. This Scarce, die buckle, EF $55.
EMSWORTH
21
1795 Bust Earl Howe//Britannia. Much red, tad weak rev, easily AU $45
EMSWORTH
27
1797 Bust Earl Howe//Britiannia, (the reverse is the same one seen on the
Lincolnshire, Spalding tokens) Scarce, this luster, and a superb UNC $225.
PETERSFIELD
47
1793 Man on horseback//Stork. Choice surfaces, UNC/AU, $85.
PORTSMOUTH
57b
1795 John Howard//Britannia. Full luster UNC, $110.
PORTSMOUTH
58
1797 An Anchor//Arms, crest a Lion. GF/AVF, $35. Nice for grade.
PORTSMOUTH
60a
1797 Sr John Jervis//Ship. Baggy, marks, but GVF Scarce, $55.
PORTSMOUTH
65
1797 Neptune, chariot//John Jervis, &c. Luster, AU, very sharp $125.
PORTSEA
79
1796 St. George, Dragon//Ship, fish. GVF/EF, $82.
PORTSEA
79a
1796 St George. Dragon//Ship. No marks, luster, brown bronzed UNC $225.
PORTSEA
80
1796 As the last, but no spines on the dragon’s neck. Scarce, Ch. VF, $55.
NAVAL Farthing
110
ND
Bust Jervis/Crown, &c. Scarce, super UNC $225.
KENT
DEPTFORD
13a
1795. Kentish men, Wm III//The Royal George, Nearly a full strike, best of the
group for strike as the 13a is consistently found on thicker flans. UNC $155.
DYMCHURCH
15
1794 Cypher, lamb//Justice Standing. Well struck, Scarce, AU $95.
HAWKHURST
30
1794 Kentish Horse in a shield//Wheat Sheaf. Luster, sharp, very Ch. UNC
$145
LAMBERHURST
35
1794 Arms of Chichester//Arms of Canterbury. R&B UNC $95.
LANCASHIRE
HALSALL
1
ND Arms//Halsall D. Seen circulation, a choice VF, scarce item $155.
LANCASTER
44
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms RR. . Choice VF, but very rare $55.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston/Ship. Super surfaces,, luster UNC $135. .
LIVERPOOL
64
1791 Ship//Arms. All brown, full luster, not gem but close UNC $155.
LIVERPOOL
120b
ND Ship//Earl Howe. Minor spot, cut, EF net $65.
MANCHESTER
127a 1792 East India House//Arms and supporters of the East India Company. This
piece, with the Lancaster edge. Red in the devices, bit weak in centers, net GEF $65.
This came to me as a Yorkshire, Huddersfield 14. But it has the Lancaster, not Huddersfield edge.
ROCHDALE
140
1791 Man at loom/Hanging Fleece. Brown UNC, luster $145.
ROCHDALE
143
1792 Man at loom//Arms. Obv choice, EF, rarer die, $65.
ROCHDALE
145 1792 Arms//Man in loom. RARE, small flan flaw, Luster, UNC $145.
LANCASTER
152 1792 John of Gaunt//Arms. Farthing. R&B UNC, Scarce, $225.
LINCOLNSHIRE
SLEAFORD
3
ND
John of Gaunt/Arms, navigation. Luster, light stain AU net, $75.
SPALDING
4
1794 Britannia, Lion above //Shield, cypher tad light strike Scarce UNC $135.
SPALDING
6
1794 Britannia, lion below. //Cypher. Luster, cpl mks, tad wk rev, AU net $95.
WAINFLEET
8
1793 Wainfleet Abbey//Hope Standing. Weaker rev. EF/GVF $35.
Another, weak strike on Hope, but the rest very nice, net AU $75.
MIDDLESEX Penny tokens---Many of the penny tokens are rare---WESTWOOD
7
1797 In an attempt to gain the coining contract for pence and halfpence, this
was Westwood’s entry into the frey. He did not succeed, it was won by Boulton.
Bust Right//Britannia Seated, “Commercial Penny”. RARE, this piece bronzed, and though not a gem,
it is very close to one. Beautiful piece, UNC $850
YOUNGS
39
1794 St Paul’s Cathedral//Star and Garter. Full date, one mark total, AU $55.
LONDON & West-- 96
1797 Brewer’s Hall//Arms. Luster and very nice, RARE UNC now $395. .
LONDON & West-- 108
1797 Skinner’s Hall//Arms. Some fading red, RARE, nice UNC $395.
CLERKENWELL
160 ND
Sion House//Arms. R&B UNC, perfect save tiny scratch, UNC $245.
NATIONAL
199
(1788) Geo. III/Rampant Lion. R&B, very pretty token, Ch. UNC $650.

MIDDLESEX, PENNIES CONTINUED-------PAGE FOUR
PAINE
209
ND Thomas Paine, hanging from a tree, “I died for that damned book”---on
the tree, “Tommy’s Rights of Man”, and around, “a tree is known for its fruit”//the reverse legend, “May
the Tree of Liberty exist to bear Tommy’s last friend”. This White Metal token is RR at least, very
popular and very hard to locate. This example not as sharply struck as some, but there is some original
luster, as well as two cuds, one at around 2 O’clock on the obverse, the other at around 5:30, which
look a bit like edge bumps looking at the piece straight on, but they are not. There is NO tin pest, and no
heavy marks but some handling and marks are seen, most of them very light. In this alone it is a very
nice example, graded EF. YOU MAY SEE THIS PIECE, AS IT IS THE D&H PLATE TOKEN, and
the owner of the token was S. H. Hamer. $3200.
MIDDLESEX HALFPENCE---DENNIS
297
1795 Wheat Sheaf//Sunday Baking Laws. Full luster, usual partly weak wheat
sheaf, but seldom found anywhere near this original for luster. Nice UNC $125.
DENTON’S
299
1796 Collector at table examining coins, figure behind putting a dunce cap on
him. //Boys on two asses, “racing for Halfpence”. Denton had the best of both worlds, lampooned the
crazy collector, then sold him satirical tokens at a premium. RARE, —AU++ $1650.
Foundling FIELDS 305
1795 A Lamb//Cypher. Nice surfaces, net AU but strong, $55.
HENDON
324
1794 A Greyhound//A Church. 25% red, nice strike on the greyhound, for a
change, but with the usual thin small flan, and roughness in the flan, as sometimes seen. UNC $125.
KILVINGTON
347
1795 Bust Kilvington//Britannia Seated. AU, mks in field, net EF $35.
MEYMOTT’S
378
1795 Britannia, Scales//Arms of London. Prooflike UNC, $155.
MOORE’S
389
1795 Girl making lace//Scroll. Choice EF, $55.
ORCHARD’S
405
ND Bust Orchard//Wheat Sheaf. RR, luster, sharp strike, $450.
PIDCOCK
454
ND 2 headed cow//Toucan. Some strike weakness in centers. Brn UNC $155.
RICHARDSON’S
468 1795 Fortune, lottery wheels//Goodluck, &c. Great eye appeal, UNC $135.
SKIDMORE
480
1795 Register Stove/Men at forge. 70% fading RED, this ex Baldwin Basement
#1, and ex the Lincoln collection, one of the best. Superb UNC, $325.
SKIDMORE
520
1796 Knife, fork and plate chained to a table//Free born Englishman, chained
with a padlock on his lips. Lightly pebbly flan, no marks, solid UNC just $365. Scarce.
SPENCE
678a 1794 Bust Spence//Britiannia R&B obv, rev flawless, luster, super UNC $395.
Another, nice surfaces, if not quite flawless, $295.
SPENCE
690b 1794 Bust Spence//Shepherd. Minor rub on rev, net AU $185.
SPENCE
808
ND Pitt & Fox, busts conjoined//Shepherd. Light handling, UNC $255.
SPENCE
819
ND
2 men Dancing//Rouse Britannia. 60% RED, near new UNC $365.
SPENCE
865
1796 Bust Thelwall//Cap of Liberty. 50% RED, super luster, UNC $295.
STINTON’S
904
1795 A Grasshopper //Stinton’s Teas, &c. Some flan roughness, in it before it
was struck, directly under grasshopper. Rough flans often seen on this piece. Luster UNC $125.
SUMMERS
906
1797 A Wildman//”dealer in curiosities”. RARE, fully struck, super surfaces,
no disappointments with this one. I seldom have one for sale----super UNC $1200.
MISCELLANEOUS 923 AND 924. ND (1795). May Peace and Plenty accompany the Prince and Princess of
Wales//Payable, &c. The common and the rare variety, VF+ net, the pair $70.
NATIONAL
928 1792 George III//Arms of London. AU $75. UNC, luster, inked in field, $85.
NATIONAL
932
1789 George III//”Lost to Hope” &c. Lightly handled UNC, luster, $110.
NATIONAL
939
1789 George III//”Rejoice, your King’s Restored” Brass. Nice AU $110.
NATIONAL
952a
ND Prince of Wales, (bad hair day die break)/Arms. AU, nice $55.
NATIONAL
977
1795 Princess of Wales//Portcullis. Strong UNC, very tiny edge bunp, $55.
POL-SOCIAL
1019 1797 Bust Right//Britannia. A really choice EF $45.
NEWTON
1033 1793 Bust Newton/Caduceus, &c. Superb obverse, very strong strike, the
reverse with the usual slight weakness on the caduceus, nice luster, UNC $125.
SLAVE
1038a ND Chained kneeling slave//Clasped hands. Gemmy superb UNC $550.

Middlesex, farthings----PAGE FIVE
SPENCE
1081 1794 Bust Spence//Pig. Sharp strike, brown, full luster, nice UNC $225.
SPENCE
1117 1795 Three Thomas’s//Pig. Super color and strike, very choice UNC $225.
NEWTON
1160 1793 Bust Newton//Britannia. GEF, nice. Also on Evasion list. $65.
NORFOLK
NORWICH penny
3
1797 Sentinel Standing//Arms of Norwich. Bronzed, super UNC $245.
BLOFIELD
8
1796 Weapons, music instruments/Dr. Johnson. The edge reads “Buxton
Token”, slight weakness in centers, but a very RARE token. Luster, nice color, surfaces, $375.
NORWICH
12
1794 Castle, Bridge///Hanging Fleece. Luster, very nice UNC $125.
NORWICH
24
ND A Bottle//Hope standing. Brown, nice strike, UNC $110.
NORWICH
27a
1792 Arms//Shopfront. “Dunham and Yallop” edge, RARE, net GVF $85.
SHROPSHIRE
Coalbrook DALE
10
1789 Bridge, Ship//Inclined plane. Minor weaknesses, but very nice AU $85.
SHREWSBURY
23
1793 Arms//Bishop Blaze. Luster, strike weakness net AU $75.
SHREWSBURY
25d
1794 3 Leopards in shield//Woolpack. Luster, trace red UNC $80.
SOMERSETSHIRE
COUNTY
24
1796 A Military Trophy//3 Horsemen. RARE, few mks so net AU, sharp $295.
BATH
26
1794 Garden Gate//Tree &c. Nearly full strike on tree, super piece UNC $125.
BRISTOL
89
1793 Church Steeple//Tea Warehouse. Nice AU+ $75.
DUNKIRKE
107
1795 Factory bldg//Hanging fleece. RR plain edge. Tad weak, AU $225.
STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD
5
1803 Penny—A Castle//Cypher, knot. Nice surfaces, VF $45.
LEEK
10
1793 Caduceus, bale of goods//Clasped Hands. Strong, UNC/AU $75.
SUFFOLK
BUNGAY penny
1
1794 Ancient Fortress//Justice Standing. Penny. Luster, nice UNC $245
BURY penny
4
1794 Bust Cornwallis//Fame. Rev tad weak in center, but UNC $95.
HOXNE penny
6a
1795 Yeoman, Horse//Arms, castle in garter. Bag marked AU just $45.
BUNGAY
21
1795 Justice on a pedestal//Scroll. EF, $35. Lots of luster, UNC $85.
SUSSEX
CHICHESTER
15.
1794 Elizabeth I/Chichester Cross. Tad red, nice surfaces, UNC $115.
EASTBORNE
21
1796 Fisher’s Library//Prosperity, &c. Very nice brown UNC $135.
FRANT
23
1794 GR Cypher//Arms. Brown UNC, nice surfaces, $95.
WARWICKSHIRE Pennies ,
GREATHEADS
7
1797 Three men in a cart under gallows, three nooses, // “As if from Temple
Bar some head was cut” &c, ----White metal, this with nice luster, both sides, and just a tad of tin pest at
the rim at 7:00 on the obverse. This with a very strong strike, all details superb, the reverse with strong
readable legends, not blurry as sometimes seen. UNC, and quite RARE like this, for this piece an
outstanding example, and nearly impossible to upgrade. $1495.
LOGGERHEADS
11
ND Three men hanging from a gallows, a cart under them. The legend around,
“The End of Three Logger Heads”. The reverse, all legend, is “As if from Newgate’s Cells three felons
led, and on the new (day) dropp’d til DEAD, DEAD, DEAD”. The Warks 11 is a token that has not
been seen at auction in a few years, the one in the Bennett sale, DNW, brought in $5000, but that is
more than any other had made. This piece with the long die crack from the second E in THREE down
through the small devil, to just behind the ears of the donkey below, is common to the piece. Most are
found with this die crack. The obverse has some original luster and is extremely nice, its grade would be
UNC with no problem on my part assigning it. The reverse would be the same story, sharp lettering,
some red in the devices, but there are a pair of carbon spots, the most notable in LS of CELLS, and
spreading below it touching the L of LED. The second one is on the R of FROM. Again, original luster,
some red, but the carbon spots do detract. This piece would easily be over $4000, but is priced at $3500.
The piece is copper, and very RARE . On consignment.

WARWICKSHIRE -- halfpennies
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COUNTY
46
1791 Bust Shakespeare//Female, cornucopia. Super for issue, UNC $110.
BIRMINGHAM
50
1793 Boy with Tools//Shield, Hedgehogs. GILT proof, handled, but all gilding
intact, net EF RARE $125.
ALSTON’S
63
1796 Birmingham Workhouse//Beehive. Full luster, colorful UNC, with a small
area of Similor, as discussed in D&H. Not many have this, I have found. R&B, prooflike UNC $245.
DONALD
123 1792 Donald &Co.//Beehive, Bees. Scarce. Luster, UNC some red, $155.
KEMPSON
197a 1794 Blue Coat Charity School//Arms. Luster, UNC, very light color, but rare
in brass. $75. Another RARE brass example, little luster, decent color choice of either $75.
KEMPSON
208
1772 Hotel Erected//Arms. Luster, some red, $95.
COVENTRY
234
1792 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. EF $55.
COVENTRY
295
1797 St. Mary’s Hall//Arms of Coventry. Luster, UNC $125.
WILKINSON
393a 1793 Bust Wilkinson//Man at Forge. Tiny scratch from gem, a Bronzed Proof,
and well worth $165----BIRMINGHAM
476a 1791 Seated Female, Fasces//Stork. FARTHING, tad rub, net AU $110.
WORCESTERSHIRE
HAGLEY
21
ND
Man Fishing//Snail, &c. Super example, no rub at all, light die crack
across obverse, RARE and always sought. Luster, bronzed, and pretty. $695.
YORKSHIRE
HULL
17
1791 Equestrian statue of Wm III/Arms. Solid full strike UNC, brown $155.
HULL
18
1791 As the last, but 7 acorns each side on reverse. RARE, GVF $145.
HULL
19
1791 AS #17 but slightly different variety, AU or better $65.
HULL `
25
1791 Arms of Hull/St Andrew, Cross. Scarce, super surfaces, EF $85.
LEEDS
28
1795 Burchall’s Arms//Hanging Fleece. Burchall’s “standard” token, Scarce,
this one with the Burchall edge. Semi Prooflike, a nice UNC, $325. (there are 116 edges. See D&H)
LEEDS
46
1791 Bishop Blaze, lamb//Arms, owl. Perfect surfaces, sharp UNC, luster $145.
WALES
6 through 252 are PENNY TOKENS
ANGLESEY SOME SUPER AND RARER PIECES------ANGLESEY
6
1787 Druid//Cypher. D above, Pattern Penny, Glossy and super nice surfaces,
and one of the better pattern pieces. UNC, superb, $450.
ANGLESEY
18
1787 Druid//Cypher. Good original luster, super surfaces UNC $145.
ANGLESEY
42
1787 Druid//Cypher. Nice R&B, tad of rub, one small mark AU $135.
ANGLESEY
165
1787 Druid//Cypher. Nice, few mks, some luster, pleasing $78.
ANGLESEY
168 1788 Druid/Cypher, Westwood’s pattern for Solomon, a few struck in 1796, this
rare piece has a very minor spot on the reverse, otherwise super, $275.
ANGLESEY
252
1790 Druid/Cypher. Pattern, super surfaces & eye appeal, RR, Ch EF $450.
ANGLESEY ½ d. 268
1787 Druid//cypher. Pattern halfpenny by Westwood, choice surfaces and
dated 1787. That alone is nearly unique. RARE, UNC $650. Lettering in the strokes of PMC on
reverse.
ANGLESEY
289 1788 Druid//Cypher. Superb surfaces, UNC, a Boulton strike. $245.
ANGLESEY
291 1788 Druid//Cypher. RR, GEF, one dig in obv field, otherwise choice $175.
ANGLESEY
293 1788 Druid//Cypher. RR, Gemmy Bronzed UNC $325.
ANGLESEY
302 1788 Druid/ Cypher. Good obv luster, nice strike. UNC $135.
ANGLESEY
347 1788 Druid//Cypher. RRR, a lacquered AU, rare variety, nice $145.
ANGLESEY
390
1791 Druid//Cypher. Boulton issue, bronzed UNC $160. PROOFLIKE
ANGLESEY
391 1791 Druid//Cypher, Boulton bronzed proof, UNC $275.
CARMARTHEN
5
1795 Interior of Iron Works//Interior of forge. VF-AEF, nice surfaces $145.
GLAMORGAN
1
1795 Bust L/Britannia seated. No crown on pedestal, &c. RR+, this with a few
small edge hits, the net grade AEF, very rare indeed. Die failing. $295. Tough to locate.
GLAMORGAN
3a
1795 Bust L/Britannia seated. EF-GVF $75. With 6 tickets!!
SWANSEA
4
1796 Castle//Key. 70% RED, luster, UNC $225.

SCOTLAND
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ANGUSSHIRE
5
1797 Town House/the Quay. Original, some color cpl mks, UNC nice $225
AMGUSSHIRE
13
nd
Arms. Crooms, //Sells, &c. Choice PROOF, $155.
MONTROSE
28
1796 View of town, bridge//woman spinning. R&B. AU for minor mks, $120.
ANGUSSHIRE
39
ND JM & Co//Sentinel standing. Choice Farthing, gemmy UNC $195.
ANGUSSHIRE
42
1797 Horse and Cart//Building.Farthing. Nice but net AU, nice strike $110.
INVERNESS
2
1794 Rose and Thisrtle//Cornucopia. Nearly UNC, looks it, AU $125.
KINROSSHIRE
1
1797 Castle in lake//Scottish Washerwoman. Penny. RARE, a super one of
these will run nearly $1000 more than this one. Many small field tics, but not hardly any rub, grading it
AEF, looks really nice, without a glass. For the person who has always wanted one but found they were
too much, this one really fits. AEF net, $395.
LANARKSHIRE
2
1791 Reclining river god//Arms of Glasgow. Bronzed PROOF, $250.
LANARKSHIRE
9
ND
Reclining river god//Britannia. Tad off center, sharp strike UNC $110.
LOTHIAN
10
1796 Arms//Archibalds sells seeds, &c. Red in devices, AU $125.
LOTHIAN
14a
1796 Turk smoking a pipe//Snuff Jar. Nice, net AU $115.
LOTHIAN
16
1796 Turk smoking a pipe//Snuff jar. Luster, mks on snuff jar, net GVF $75.
LOTHIAN
20
1796 HH Cypher//Anchor. UNC, nice token $95,
LOTHIAN
29
1790 St. Andrew, Cross//Arms. RARE, brown, nice surfaces UNC $150.
LOTHIAN
44
1792 St. Andrew, cross//Arms. handling marks and AU, net price EF $45/
LOTHIAN
52
1796 Register Office//Ship, Britannia. 80% RED UNC $250.
PERTH
4a
1797 View of a church//A Watermill. Choice dark brown UNC $225
PERTH
8
1797 Hank of yarn//2 headed Eagle. One spot, so net EF+ $95.
PERTH
11
1798 Monk’s Tower//Girl watering cloth. Nice example AU/EF $155.
IRELAND
CORK
2
1794 Fame Flying//JE & Co Cypher. Tad soft in centers, much red UNC $125.
DUBLIN
91c
1792 Camac, Hibernia, harp//Cypher. Strong strike, GVF $95.
DUBLIN
229
1792 Camac, Hibernia, Harp/Prince of Wales. Weak on obverse, strong reverse,
very hard to find in this grade, AU//UNC and nice surfaces both sides. $125.
DUBLIN
267
1792 Camac, Hibernia, harp//Cypher. GVF and quite strong GVF $45.
DUBLIN
307
1795 Bust Cornwell//Arms. Superb detail, all hair shows as it was supposed to,
there is a thin start of the die break common on this token. Strike is UNC $175. Choice example.
DUBLIN
309
ND Geal and MacBride ironmonger. 1 edge tic. Lists RRR, AU, just $195.
DUBLIN
338
1794 Justice Standing//L&R Cypher. Super, full luster UNC $165.
DUBLIN
351c 1794 Parker’s ---Female, Anchor//Register Stove. Luster, UNC $115.
DUBLIN
352
1795 Parker’s—Female, Anchor,//Register Stove. Choice UNC $145.
DUBLIN
352c 1795 Parker’s. –Female, Anchor//Register Stove. Superb EF $55.
DUBLIN
377
1804 Hibernia, Harp//Pawnbrokers, &c. VF $55. EF nice $95.
DUBLIN
380
1792 Hibernia, Harp//Swords. Super for issue, Luster EF $225.
DUBLIN
389
1792 Hibernia, harp//Turner Camac farthing.. RR this grade, GVF $275.
KINGS COUNTY
1
1802 Arms and Supporters//Payable at Tullamore. 13 Pence Luster, choice
bronzed UNC, shows light handling, but has decent luster and is very nice--- $750.
MUNSTER
12
ND
Wheat Sheaf//Arms of London. EF $65, full luster gemmy UNC $255.
WEXFORD
9
1800 Cypher, Peacock//Woodcock’s Bank. Weak strike at top, both sides,
RARE, net grade just VF $65.
WICKLOW
8
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. Brown, nice surfaces UNC $110.
WICKLOW
21
1789 Bishop Blaze//Arms, red in devices, luster, nice surfaces UNC $145.
WICKLOW
72
1789 Miner’s Arms//John of Gaunt. AU/EF, $45.
NEW EDITION DALTON AND HAMER----STANDARD EDITION $135 INCLUDES SHIPPING
Deluxe edition, (5 available) in custom slip cover, $250 includes postage. Send for yours today
Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146. copperman@thecoppercorner.com

BOOKS
The Standard References PAGE EIGHT
DALTON & HAMER—“Provisional Token Coinage of the Eighteenth Century”.
Now in stock, $135 post paid. 70 pages of new material, complete addenda to 2016. Also available, Deluxe
edition in a slipcase, at $250 post paid. Inscribed to you if you wish. copperman@thecoppercorner.com
GET YOUR COPY OF THE NEW D&H----READY TO BE SHIPPED---Samuel, R. T. --British Tokens—the Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart. From the pages of the Bazaar magazine,
1880-1889. Found and copied by Harold Welch, this book contains information not printed anywhere else, and
was the basis for all of the Bell books. A very hard to locate book, 90 hardbound editions, each are signed and
numbered, this #63. Do not delay on this book, it is-----Seldom offered, $350.
Lusk, Jon –a new book which expands Bell’s Commercial Coins and has superb plates and information, is
available now. “British and Irish Tradesmen’s copper Tokens 1787-1804” superb new information. Apply
to jon@lusk.cc or in the UK, to Spink, London.
EVASION TOKENS
Cobwright--“A Walk in the Monkolokian rainforest in search of the Spiney Fubbaduck”-Evasions, $27.
INFORMATIONAL VOLUMES AND OTHER BOOKS
R. C. BELL----Copper Commercial Coins, 1811-1819. His 19th C book, no DJ, clean, good copy $28.
Davis, W. J, Token Coinage of the 19th Century. Superseded by Withers, but needed for 1800-1811. Reprint
by Durst, acceptable reference $25 with shipping, a good buy.
Waters, A.W. Notes on the Silver Tokens of the 18th Century. Information not found in Dalton’s silver token
book, and good to have if you collect this series. Card covered, 22 pages, $35. About as made.
Wetton, J. L. Seventeenth Century tradesmen’s Tokens. An overview, with superb history. CC, 70pp, $10.
Seaby---British Tokens and their values 1970. A general, not all that specific, price guide for each series of
British tokens, this book needed by all for the early Irish pieces that preceded the Conder series. $15 with post.
Hayes, Ralph---Hotel and Pub Checks of Greater London. VG,Vol. 1 & 2, card covered. 1993. now $25.
OTHER BOOKS and information--RUDING, ROGERS, REV. 1817. British Coinage This four volume set, here complete and in VG condition,
a bit dusty and a bit musty, though there are no water stains found, is a fine history of the mints and minting
throughout the years from the beginning of minting in England--- and follows what was done at the mint up to
1817. Volume 4 speaks to what was made, with line drawings of each piece and discussion. Very complete
history, large heavy volumes, each over 500 pp, not found often. Handsome, if dusty, bindings, minor damage
to bottom of spines. $88 includes US Post. Essentially a give away----if you can use it, it is here.
Sweeny, James O---A Numismatic History of the Birmingham Mint. Engaged in minting in one way or
another for many years, the Birmingham Mint really took hold with the purchase of the Soho Mint presses and
various other minting tools at the 1850 auction held by the Boulton heirs. 1981, 245pp, as new, $35.
Gallop, G.I.--PIGS MEAT---- Selected Writings of Thomas Spence, 1982. 192 pages. Now you have the
tokens, here is a look into the man’s mind though his writings. Card covered, as new. $28.
SELGIN, GEORGE--GOOD MONEY--private enterprise and popular coinage--A look at the economics that
existed in Britain in the 18th Century, and how the tokens affected life. Superb, SB, $28.
WHITTLESTONE, EWING----Royal commemorative medals of Queen Victoria 1837-1901. Card covered,
new, a listing of all Victoria medalets excluding the Jubilees of 1887 and 1897. $35.
18th Century--Dalton and Hamer on line type guide also being offered by Mike Dlugosz--, $75, ask me.
Dr Sriro's 18th C collection on a CD, $39 with population report, great info --- gsriro@gmail.com
Auction catalogue, Important sale of Tokens formed by the late Francis Cokayne, Esq. Wednesday, 17th July,
1946, at Glendenning and Co, London. Mostly covers silver, 19th century pieces, both normal and otherwise,
one of the rare looks at a Cokayne sale. $75.
18th Century tokens, the Noble Sale, July 1998. Huge sale, with PRL, a classic. $95
SET----The Noble Catalogues, Conder Tokens, 1998, British Tickets and Passes, 1999, and Communion
Tokens, 2000. These three sales were of all of the tokens and other material collected by Jim Noble. They all
have a PRL, and are still the largest sale of this sort of material anywhere. The set, as new, $160. Bargain.
A second set of these, a veritable feast of each type of tokens, and fascinating reading. Used, all three $120.

17th CENTURY FARTHINGS AND HALFPENNY TOKENS
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These tokens were struck out of necessity for change. They are quite crude, and I generally try to find them in at
least Fine. They are a fun series, and the most popular tokens to collect in the UK. All are farthings unless
otherwise noted.
Bedfordshire
W89 Isaac Shepherd//in Sheford. 1664. VG-F. quite porous. Readable. $28
Buckinghamshire
W11 Edward Cope//of Aleisbury. (Draper’s Arms) GF, very nice $68.
Devonshire
W325 Michael Otway//In Tiverton. 1666. Nice Fine, $85.
Gloucestershire
W12 & 18. 6 pieces, all town issue. Arms of Bristol, ship//CB. VG-Fine. $45 all.
Hertfordshire
W173 Edward Camfield//in Saint Albans. (roses) 1656. Luster, sharp EF, $150.
Kent
W569 Iohn Salley in//Wingham in Kent (Lion rampant) AVF, sharp strike $95.
Lincolnshire
W128 Alexander Howgrave//in Horne Castell. RARE (grocer’s arms) super VF $135.
Lincolnshire
W133 Iohn Smyth of//Horncastle. RARE (Ironmaster’s arms) Fine, $120.
Lincolnshire
W135 Evstace Hooker//Of Kirtan, his half penny. 1665 weak obverse, VG-F, $35.
Norfolk
W155 Iohn Hvtton//in Norwich. (Treskeles). 1657. AVF, very nice $90.
Norfolk
W256 Francis Howlett//of Thetford. 1668. (wool pack) Fine. Pebbly flan, $65.
Oxfordshire
W163 Edward Prince//Chandler in Oxon. (man making candles). Choice F, $95.
Somersetshire
W310 Robert Warmall//in Welles. 1664. Nearly VF, slightly crimped, net F $82.
Wiltshire
W98 Edward Tanner//in Kings Wood. 1658. VG, $24.
Uncertain
W92 The Farthing of a merchant//The Staple of England. (Hanging fleece) F $78.
19th CENTURY COPPER TOKENS
All pennies, unless otherwise noted.
Catalogue, Wither’s “British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820.”
W-11 ND
Barnsley, Jackson and Lister. Man in Loom//Value. GVF, flan clip super look $45.
W-80 1812 Staffordshire. One Penny payable by //Samuel Fereday. VF, nice $35.
W220 1811 Birmingham, Neath Copper Co//Value. (Crown). VF+ $32.
W235 1812 T Gibson Bradford Mills. (View of the mill). Some fading red, UNC super $225.
W244 1811 Rose Copper Co//Value. Luster, EF+ $45.
W321/320. 1812. Union Copper Co/Value. (Clasped Hands). This most likely the discovery piece, so
will call it W321bis----rarity?? RRR, possibly. But possibly not---GVF, $135.
W324 1812 Union Copper Co//Value. (Clasped Hands). GVF $32.
W412 1812 “Bradford Workhouse” in two curved counterstamps on Union Copper. VF/F $45.
W415 1811 Somerset, Bristol. George III//Arms. AEF, good definition, R45.
W436 1811 B & B Copper Co,//Value. (Arms of Bristol, ship). VF, $22.
W493 1811 Patent Sheathing penny, Bristol. Ship//Value. GVF, $55.
W1295 1814 York Farthing. (Arm and hand, olive branch). GF $25.
W-Appendix 1. Morston, Norfolk, 1817. Wm Buck Jr, Pint//Ship, the Cruizer. R&B UNC luster $350.
EVASION TOKENS
Put out at various times, but most often it seems 1795-1805, halfpennies and farthings worn down before they
were issued---& meant to deceive, those who could not read accepted them. Often they have nonsense legends.
Atkins numbers 1892—updated and expanded by Cobwright, 1993. Cobwrights book available at $27.
A-40 Cob C0060/D0080 Claudius Romanus//Delectat Dus. (Britannia). Nice readable Fine, $45.
A-53 Cob C0140/P0030
Clauduis Romanos//Pax Pla Cid. (1775). AVF for issue, $45.
A-54 Cob C0070/D0050 Claudius Romanus//Delectat Rus. 1771. Old cleaning, for issue VF $28.
A-59 Cob C0190/H0160 Clement XV Pont Max/ Hinc. Nostre Crevere Rosae. Fantasy, of course, the bust
of the non-existant Pope, ornaments on other side. Nice VF $55.
A-99 Cob G0010/S0050. Ganges III Rate//Stratfor Ensis, 1781. GF $55.
A-163 Cob G0290/D0020 George Rules//Delectan Dus. G/AG, some not readable $15.
A-173 Cob
George Rules//North Wales 1760. All readable VG $38.
A-182 Cob G0386/B0290 George Rules/Britain’s Isles. AF $45.
A-369 Cob G1180/B0140 Gregory III Pon//Bonny Girls 1779. GF, mostly $45.
A-379 Cob G1240/E0010 Guilielmus Shakespear//Eng Lands Glory. VF $28. EF $45.

THE FUN STUFF, medals and more
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Admiral Vernon Medal---1739, took Porto Bello with six ships only----Vernon, with baton, cannon, ship
&c, //the 6 ships in harbor. This piece has some flan striations on the obverse, and the reverse has some strike
weakness on the high points. It is essentially AU at least, Vernon himself very strong and about as made, but for
price it has to be net AEF. Hard to find these in a nice grade, this one looks sharp. $350.
Sentimental Magazine, Duke of Gloucester, 1773. VF+, possible old cleaning, retoning, $35.
Battle of Culloden---1746, AE 34mm. Duke of Cumberland//Battle scene. GVF-EF, a nice one $125.
Prisoner of War token, British Expeditionary Force, WWI, 10 cents denomination, $32.
Britain’s Hope box medal, made circa 1850 a gilt brass box, the round box 27mm across by 8 mm deep,
containing three white metal medals in excellent condition, Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, and three portraits of
the eldest children, at the top of one is Albert, the Prince of Wales---who, you see, was “Britain’s Hope”. The
box has the Royal Arms on the base, and the lid with “The Queen, Prince Albert, and Britain’s Hope”. The gilt
box close to new, the medals inside with no problems and nice luster. Superb condition, $245.
Rolls Royce plant tool check #405, reverse with 32470. 36mm AE, in nice condition, $15.
The Prince of Wales, Prince Albert and the Princess Alexandra of Denmark 1863. WM 50mm marriage
medal, in very nice condition. Holed for suspension, this one with decent luster and some toning, EF $45.
George III, his 50th Jubilee. AE, 48mm, Bust George III//pair of two headed eagles as supporters for a shield.
This includes the legend “He completed it”, Oct 25, 1810. Large medal, minor mks, easily AEF nice $145.
Richard I, a 42mm AE medal by Dassier, circa 1731, most likely the slightly later restrike. A very nice
piece with literally no marks, Obverse, Bust, rev birth and death. $125.
THREEPENCE---Birmingham Workhouse, 1813. This piece, for wear, AF, some heavy mks rev. $45.
Thomason’s bronze VASE----BZ, 52mm, heavy—the medal same both sides, one side with nice red and
luster in the devises. The vase itself –View of the vase, info—6 yrs to make, 21Ft in diameter, 5 ft high. The
medal is about as new, nicer than usually found, $85.
Apothecary weights, #1.2.3, 5, and 6---short #4. 5 pieces, $15.
Hans Christian Anderson---A large SILVER medal, 50mm, (85 grams) in very high relief. His bust on the
obverse, the reverse with a sleeping child in bed, a boy with an umbrella standing near him, watching over him.
From a story by the author, this is dated 1887/1975 as a memorial to him. Edge #1480. EF, super $125.
Witch on a broomstick---a 45mm medal, rings like silver, but a copper color, with the legend around the
witch “We all have our hobbies”. And a bucket of coins being dumped over the broom handle. The other side
with the number 1301, a shot glass??, the letters ORSM, and below that a liquor jug. Perhaps this is a medal for
a gentleman’s club, or ? Anyway, it is engraved, incuse, both sides, some decent work but not professional.
Might be a one of a kind. Anyway, I bought it because of the witch on the broomstick and the legend. Applies
to a lot of hobbies, I would think. And a neat display piece. $125.
WW I—Belgium. THREE 31mm medals, the King and Queen of Belgium on the obverse, and the Soldier’s
Children’s fund on the reverse. In Silver, Copper, and Aluminum, the latter with ribbon. All EF, nice $45 all.
St Helena halfpenny token, Solomon, Dickson, and Taylor. (1821). GVF-EF $55. GVF $45. VF $35.
Bee Keeper’s Association---marvelous 42mm AE medal with a high relief bee across the obverse. Wonderful
bronzed piece, super surfaces, wreath on the reverse, an exhibition reward medal. AU or better $75.
Covent Garden Market----Market Porter’s armband, metal, made to fit an arm, oval, 65X125mm with leather
straps. Used to let merchants move goods to and from where they need them to go, the band proved to them that
he was a legal porter. “MARKET (A SHIELD) PORTER” Below, “#1389”. 19th to 20th C, VF, $110. Neat.
Falkland Islands, 100th Anniversary of British rule. 1833-1933. BZ, 36mm. Bust George V//Arms of the
Island, (a seal), Falkland Islands centennial. As new, in box of issue, and an unusual find. UNC, perfect $125.
Viscount Montgomery of Alamein----This Paris Mint medal, BZ 68mm, obverse high relief bust of
Montgomery, wearing his jaunty cap, The reverse in French, Crown over arms, with “Gardez Bien”, well
guarded by Monty, the theme. Made in 1946, just after the war, to commemorate his leadership. As new, $195.
King Henry IV---Bz medal, 1604, 57mm--- Obverse, King Henry IV// Reverse, the King celebrating his
marriage to Marie De Medici, the two of them holding hands and seated close. This has to be very hard to find,
and is easily EF with no damage, superb condition for what is an original 400+ year old medal. $295.

Fun Stuff----Continued
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Wells Fargo Banking and express----BZ, 77mm, in case of issue. Obverse, “Wells Fargo & Co”, with a high
relief scene of horses galloping, pulling a stagecoach//the reverse commemorating 125 years, 1852-1977. There
were 2200 of these struck, and none sold, but were given to specific customers as gifts. Wish I could do that,
but it seems not---Mint new, in the original case, $195.
Wells Fargo Express, Western Division---45mm AE medal as an award for service “during times of pressure
and hardship” –the reverse with an incuse map of Europe and England, “From over the Sea”. I can find no
reference to this medal, might be a fantasy. But, might not, too. Yours for $65, it is GVF and nice.
The Presidio Army Fort- San Francisco Taken from the Spanish in 1846, this spot next to the Golden Gate
Bridge was used as an army fort until 1994. The fort exchange issued tokens from the late 1890’s on, this one is
for “5”, and being made of red fiber---, a material tried in around 1900 and earlier, it probably stems from that
date. I can find no other record of a red fiber example. The obverse of the piece with an ornament, and “Presidio
of San Francisco Exchange” around. It is in an NGC holder labeled MS 65, so it is in excellent condition. Use
of the fibre was tried in other venues around the turn of the last century, there are red fiber medals known for
Queen Victoria, for example. Anyway, this is a rare item from a military fort now a park. The last owner tried to
trace this as well, and had put $1500 on it, but it is yours if wanted for $350. A very rare item
Brookland Auto Racing Club---- a pass to the event, #294. 1910. EF 33mm. brass, red enamel. RARE $115.
Brookland Auto Racing Club---- a pass to the event, #120, 1911.33mm, GVF, AE gilt letters 33mm $72.
Royal Auto Club of Jordan—a silvered 45mm medal, a proof, with legend for the club and royal arms. $38.
Essex Motor Club Hill Climb. Silver, 31mm, Awarded to E. J. Bass, fastest time. 1907!! EF, $75.
Southport Motor Club, View of racing motorcycle, 1922, race won by C. H. Foster. Super neat $25.
Jeton, AE, England, 22mm, circa 1600, Crowned Head//Cross Moline—beaded border. Fine, rare, $35
Russia—Submarine Service. Heavy brass pin, screw on back, 3 color enamel, 35X40 mm, made for the
World Trip of the fleet 1974-1984, Sub pictured with flags on the obverse. As made, nice $38.
Sulgrave Manor---a view of George Washington’s home in England, produced by the Colonial Dames of
American to commemorate America’s150th birthday. BZ, 29X31 mm, 1926. AU $15.
Victorian medals, 22-26mm, bz, Queen Victoria, Jubilee, a cross, one more, 3 pcs, $15.
New Zealand Penny---United Service Hotel, 1874 KM Tn67. RARE, VF, Victoria obv. $175.
New Zealand Penny—M. Sommerville, Grocer, Auckland. AVF, nice condition KMTn64, 1857. $145.
New Zealand Penny—Samuel Coombs (pictured)/Grahamstown. Rev damage, obv GVF, $25.
Victoria, Model Penny, circa 1844, WM center, AE, VF $22.
JOHN F.KENNEDY---1963d UNC Lincoln cent in aluminum ring. In memorium, 1917-1963 EF nice $25. .
A Crown, word KING counterstamps over a T. Butterworth & Co, Spirit dlr, Castlemaine. F/VF $12.
Boeing Airplane Company—1982 Rollout of the 757, 1984 Rolloutof the 373-300. Bz 38mm EF $25 the pair.
First Flight of the British Comet, London to Melbourne, Oct 19-22 1934. RARE AL 38mm EF $95.
Tarragonia---- Emergency money, revolution---silver 1809 5 Pesetas, reign of Ferdinand IV//Arms. All incuse,
each bit of information with its own stamp. VF++ $275.
Brabant, Patagonia. KM34, Cav. 4464, Shield of Spain//Crown, Scepters, 1655. Large Silver coin GF. $250.
Anti Slavery---1d token, 1814. Macaulay and Babbington. Slave trade abolished, the obverse with a slave
owner shaking hands with a freed slave. Sierra Leone plantation, reverse in Arabic. Soho mint, this VF $225.
WWI---39mm bz, 1916. Woman holds out gold watch---to be exchanged for lead, to help the war effort. $32.
Launch of the Great Britain---br, 26mm—view of the Great Britain, a huge steamship with 6 large sails as
well, weight 1000 tons, 1843 GVF Also a 38,, medal, view of ship, Returns to Bristol 1770. UNC. Pair, $58.
Thorbeck’s machine made cigaretts---1880’s, 28mm brass, Smoking Bear pictorial, neat, GVF $35
Comic Characters on pins, put out by “PEP” serial in 1947. Each box of Kellogs Pep contained one pin. In a
collection, this is a good rundown on the characters found on comic strips from the 30’s on, some of us even
remember these, and a very few are still in the papers! 19 holders, with 49 pins, each holder with two or three
pins from the same comic strip. A few noted here, The Gumps, Dick Tracy, Moon Mullins, Maggie and Jiggs,
Harold Teen, Popeye, Winnie Winkle, Smokey Stover, Henry, Gasoline Alley, Dagwood and Blondie, Orphan
Annie. All, in good condition, $245. . Neat collection 49 pins with only a couple duplicates. End of sale.

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join. Quarterly Journal, professionally produced, and
many articles & ads to enjoy. $25 or £20 per year. Contact me if interested---its well worth belonging!
ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub or as good as MS62. . Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for
suspension. Rm=rim nick. UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. to MS 62. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine.
F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good. Complete list of American/British differences sent on request.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. All items to the USA sent insured.
Shipping charges-$7 minimum, to $200. Not signed for, to $500, $15. Signed for, $500+ $18. Over $600 will
be sent Registered, $18 plus the insurance balance, most will be $20 and up.
Foreign orders all registered, now $30. Books, please ask, by weight and volume it will vary.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 Daytime hours and evenings until 10PM. Please let it ring---By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

